Apogee Connects: MiniMe - MiniDac - Digidesign MBox

Hardware Connections

Mic Input (WE-XX-5.0)

S/PDIF WE-RR-1.0

S/PDIF WE-RR-1.0

Hardware Settings

Set for desired gain

Set for desired sample rate (up to 48kHz)

Software Settings

After making all the hardware connections, open Pro Tools software. Under **Setups** select **Hardware Setup**. In the Hardware Setup page, set **Clock Source** to S/PDIF, and set **Ch. 1-2 Input Source** to S/PDIF. As configured above, Pro Tools software inputs are routed from the Mini-Me’s hardware inputs, and Pro Tools software outputs are routed to both the MiniDAC’s and MBox’s hardware outputs. Also, note that the MiniMe’s **DIR-USB** and **MON** knobs are not used.